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is honoured by the name of " lodging-house "—at least so
Wilfred called it, and asked (rather aggressively I thought)
what I took him for ?
" An intellectual/' I answered.
Then I learned that English intellectuals must have dinners
consisting of several courses, with port wine—old port—at
the end of it, or brandy called " Waterloo,"
I wondered what Munthe would think. Wilfred was not
interested in Munthe. He did not like what he had heard of
him, did not want to hear any more, and hoped he never would
have to meet him.
I was so thoroughly convinced that Munthe's view of life
was the right one, because it had been a happy one, and I
became increasingly sure that ours was the wrong one because
not even Wilfred who insisted upon it, was satisfied by it. He
wasted his hard-earned money in absurd ways that produced
neither comfort nor peace of mind. Five servants did work
which in any other country could have been done by two.
They complicated rather than simplified life, and revolted
me with their grumbling and quarrelling, their grim dissatisfied
faces, their desire always to gravitate to towns, their contempt
of country scenes and sounds—Wilfred said we had to have
them, his mother had them, his sister had them, and he was
surprised that my mother hadn't more adequately prepared
me to handle the situation. In between these lectures he
read Browning out loud, and when I asked him to, he read
Yeats.
During the day I escaped from the house which I disliked
more and more, and rambled through the Midleton preserves,
scattering pheasants and rabbits with my presence. The
beech trees were just at the end of their autumn glory, copper
and golden leaves fell in showers to the ground, so that one
walked on a damp glistening carpet. Always it was damp.
The trees dripped, the earth was turned to mud. Then winter
came, and froze and thawed the mud alternately. For weeks
and weeks unendingly I walked in bare woods among naked
straggling stems, and my footsteps left an imprint in the
frosted moss. At dusk there was a loud fluttering of wings
and a noisy laughing cackle as the pheasants flew up to roost

